## TURKMEN

Cyrillic script

| A | б | в | г | д | е | ж | З | И | Й | К | Л | М | Н | Н | О | О | П | Р | С | Т | У | У | Ф | Х | Ц | Ч | Ш | Щ |Ъ |Ы |Ь |Э |
| a | b | b | g | d | e | z | z | i | i | k | l | m | n | n | o | o | p | r | s | t | u | u | f | x | s | c | s | c | c | s | s |
| a | b | b | g | g | g | g | g | e | e | g | m | m | m | n | n | o | o | p | p | p | p | p | p | f | f | f | f | s | s | s | s |
| a | a | a | a | a | a | a | a | a | a | a | a | a | a | a | a | a | e | e | e | e | e | e | e | e | e | e | e | e | e | e | e | e |

### Notes

0.1 Letter not used or rarely used in genuine words of the language.

1.0 Turkmen Standard TDS 565, 1999. The Latin alphabet is as follows:

Aa Bb Çç Dd Ee Ää Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Žž Kk Ll Mm Nn Ññ Oö Ĭį Pp Rr Ss Šš Tt Uu Üü Ww Yy Ýý Zz

---
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1.1 ýe is used initially, after vowels and й.
1.2 ц was used in loanwords only, it has been replaced mainly by s, e.g. Франция Fransýa.

2.0 This alphabet has been replaced by TDS 565.
2.1 At the beginning of a syllable, after a vowel, ъ or ъ.
2.2 Ş ş was used as a variant of $€.

5.1 [je] at the beginning of a syllable; [e] after consonants.
5.2 [ja], [je], [jo], [ju] are written я, е, е, ј, even—at least in the case of я and е—after a consonant. Elsewhere, [j] is written й; thus [jy] is йү.
5.3 Vowel length is not in general marked, although [yː] is written üй.
5.4 In the beginning of a syllable.

7.1 Used initially, after a vowel, й, ъ, and ъ.
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